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Solution

Asian black bear is maverick in the
forest,also like a soul of mountain.
They are also known as moon
bears,because on chest has
crescent moon pattern.
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Which animal(s) did you choose as a visual and why?

Asiatic Black Bear / Formosan Black Bear. It is only native bears in Taiwan.And they are also
precious endangered species
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What culture or region does the animal stand for?

Asian black bear distribution in Asia about 18 countries.
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What story does your design tell?

Asiatic Black Bear: Goodbye! The mountains! Goodbye! Trees! NO!I don't want to say goodbye to
the world.
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What style did you choose for your design and why?

The bright colors and fun action, wish to pass a positive idea, let us to guard Asiatic black bear
together.
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Please make sure you have filled out your country of origin in your profile! It’s
important that the regional Victorinox team understands the cultural background of
your design.

I did.
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Have you used any third-party material? Even if you’ve modified or combined it,
please know that in this project no stock material is accepted. See “Guidelines,
regulations & comments” (in the brief)

NO
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To be featured on facebook as the Victorinox "Pick of the Day" please write a short
statement about you (see more details in the brief).

Hi,I am Eve. I live in Taiwan. I am a product designer. I love to try different Illustration design!
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Creative's profile

evechen

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Product Design
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